Discover the Methana-Volcano! Entdecken Sie den Vulkan Methana! Eespeychhte te Horaixte Methana!

Methana is still an active volcanic area and if you compare the photos of Kalavrata volcano in the Methana Peninsula with those taken at the same time of year, you can clearly see the activity of the mountain. Please visit www.volcanodiscovery.com for more information.

Methana is part of the active volcanoes of the Aegean sea. The youngest eruption took place at the town’s village Kamari in 1926. Nowadays, active volcanoes are still visible in the area. You can also visit the nearby island of Souda. For more information, please visit www.volcanodiscovery.com.

The ancient tower on the Thermaical peninsula is one example of the numerous ancient and prehistoric sites on Methana. It was built some time during the 18th century and is located near the town of Methana. For more information, please visit www.volcanodiscovery.com.

Near Valley there you will find the ancient acropolis of Methana, the "Paliokastro". Even the ancient writer Pausanias has visited the area. The valley is bordered by the ancient Acropolis of Methana, the "Paliokastro", and the modern town of Methana.

In 1905 the Greek archaeologist E. Kontostas discovered the "Methanian sanctuary" with more than 150 idols. In 1990 it was declared a national archaeological site and it is visited by more than 150,000 people every year.

The ancient acropolis "Olyg" is situated near Kypseli village. It hosted a sanctuary of Poseidon and Athena. On the top of the fortification there is still an ancient watch tower to be found. The acropolis "Olyg" lies between the foot of the Kypseli and the ancient Methana. It is surrounded by a vineyard and the modern town of Methana.

The entire peninsula of Methana is an ideal starting point for all your excursions. The natural landscape and the ancient sites make it one of the most interesting regions in the country. For more information, please visit www.volcanodiscovery.com.

The ancient acropolis "Olyg" was built in the 9th century BC. It was dedicated to Poseidon and Athena. On the top of the fortification there is still an ancient watch tower. The acropolis "Olyg" lies between the foot of the Kypseli and the ancient Methana. It is surrounded by a vineyard and the modern town of Methana.
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QR codes can be used with your smartphone to access information for the tourists. As of this information, you will need an app to scan the codes to get the internal text.